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Abstract

The influence of interfacial elasticity on the rate of liquid drainage from gas-
liquid interfaces is a subject that has encouraged prolific scientific work on
coalescence and film stability. Elucidating this relationship is important for
the design of surfactant mixtures where the amount of liquid content of the
foam is critical for the aesthetics and/or effectiveness of the product. How-
ever, contradictory theoretical predictions exist with regard to how surface
elasticity may influence thin-film dynamics. In this work, interferometric
studies were performed to measure the liquid film entrainment between a
bubble and an air-liquid interface in response to systematic variations of the
surface elasticity. The surface elasticity was varied by adjusting the age of the
interface or by adjusting the bulk concentration of a surface-active molecule
known to form highly elastic surface layers. Surprisingly, the results indicate
the absence of a strong relationship between the surface shear elasticity and
the entrainment of liquid in foam films. In addition, qualitative differences
are observed between the shapes of foam films with differences in interfacial
shear viscosity, with no net effect on liquid entrainment under the conditions
studied.

1. Introduction1

Foams are dispersions of gas in liquid and are well-known to the public2

because of their ubiquity in food beverages, [1, 2, 3] pharmaceuticals, [4,3

5, 6, 7] and commercial cleaning products, as well as to industry for their4

utility in removing organic pollutants from industrial waste streams [8, 9].5

Each application requires different foam characteristics that often vary as a6

function of time [10, 11].7
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Drainage of liquid from the interstitial spaces of a foam, that is, through8

thin films, Plateau borders, and nodes, results in the separation of the liquid9

from the gas phase [12, 13]. Films can thin as the result of gravitationally-10

and/or capillary-driven flows. The consequent volume and rate of liquid loss11

from the foam can impact a consumer’s experience with food and beverages,12

such as the tactile sensation of froth in a freshly poured glass of beer. A13

foam can also experience a gradual growth of the average bubble size, known14

as coarsening, due to the coalescence of adjacent bubbles or from diffusive15

mass transfer of gas from small bubbles to large bubbles [14]. Because the16

present work aims to investigate the initial liquid fraction of a newly formed17

foam, the discussion here will exclude coarsening effects and will primarily18

focus on drainage processes.19

When discussing the rate of drainage of liquid from a foam, one should20

note that this process is strongly influenced by the presence and composi-21

tion of surface-active species (surfactants, proteins, polymers, etc.), which22

facilitate foam formation by lowering the energy required to create excess23

area. The process of selecting a surfactant for a particular foam should be24

accompanied by consideration of its physicochemical properties, including25

its bulk and interfacial diffusivities, adsorption/desorption kinetics at inter-26

faces, pC20 value (measure of surfactant efficiency), and micellar structure,27

as well as its safety, chemical stability, and ecotoxicity profile [15, 16, 17, 18].28

The interfacial viscoelasticity conferred by surfactant-adsorbed layers may29

also affect the stress response to shearing and dilational deformation (expan-30

sion/compression) during drainage [19].31

The desire to understand how surfactants influence drainage rates and32

liquid entrainment in foams and emulsions has inspired researchers over many33

decades. One simple approach used by many groups is to assume that the34

interface has a range of “mobility” that is restricted by Marangoni stresses35

that resist surface tension gradients, with the limiting case of “immobile”36

corresponding to zero tangential velocity [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Under this37

assumption, the dynamics of foam interfaces should be agnostic of surfactant38

type, provided that enough surfactant is present to immobilize the interface.39

However, Frostad and coworkers found significant quantitative differences in40

both foam density and liquid entrainment in individual films for solutions of41

simple, water-soluble surfactants at concentrations above the critical micelle42

concentration [18]. Furthermore, data from Bhamla and coworkers show43

that films bound by viscoelastic interfaces can drain more slowly than what44

is predicted by the “immobile” limit [25].45
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A more comprehensive approach would therefore include not only consid-46

erations of Marangoni stresses but also the effects of structure in the adsorbed47

layer. Measurement of the surface rheology is one attempt to account for48

these structural effects in terms of liquid-like (viscous) and solid-like (elas-49

tic) properties that are believed to arise from intermolecular forces at the50

interface. The material properties that describe the viscous and elastic prop-51

erties of the surface are defined relative to the deformation applied to the52

surface (e.g. dilational and shear) and change dramatically with surfactant53

type. For example, under shear deformation, the commonly studied small-54

molecule surfactants such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) exhibit immeasur-55

ably small surface shear viscosities (smaller than 0.01 µ N s/m (10−8 N s/m)56

for SDS) [26], while proteins, which are much larger and conformationally57

complex, can exhibit significant surface shear viscosities ranging from 10−558

N s/m to 1 N s/m [27, 28, 29], with the values depending on the unfolding59

characteristics of the protein and other testing parameters [19].60

Under dilational deformation, on the other hand, small-molecule surfac-61

tants like SDS display a measurable elasticity, though this is merely due to the62

the surface-tension gradient effects (also known as the Gibbs-Marangoni ef-63

fect) and normally referred to as the Gibb’s elasticity. Alternatively, proteins64

such as those studied in this manuscript may have strong intermolecular in-65

teractions and exhibit dilational viscosity and elasticity that greatly exceed66

the resistance to deformation associated with the Gibb’s-Marangoni effect67

[30, 31]. In particular, we aim to study interfaces that are predominantly68

elastic as opposed to viscoelastic or purely viscous.69

Using variations of these two frameworks for modeling interfaces, previous70

researchers have attempted to determine the impact that interfacial elasticity71

will have on the dynamics in foams and other multiphase systems, sometimes72

with contradictory results. Within the construct of the mobility framework,73

Zapryanov and coworkers developed a hydrodynamic model for predicting74

the time for the thin film between coalescing liquid droplets to drain to a75

final thickness. Their model predicts an increase in the drainage time with a76

decrease in mobility caused by an increase in the Gibbs elasticity, and with77

an increase in the sum of dilatational and shear viscosity within a range of78

10−6 Pa·m·s to 10−3 Pa·m·s [32]. In agreement with this prediction, Tambe79

and colleagues numerically calculated the rate of drainage of an axisymmet-80

ric, plain-parallel, horizontal film between two droplets that shows decreased81

drainage rates with increasing Gibb’s elasticity. They also considered the82

effect of increasing the dilatational surface elasticity and total surface vis-83
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cosity using a generalized Maxwell model with a continuous distribution of84

relaxation times, and predicted that an increase in either the elasticity or85

viscosity of the surface will increase the thickness of the entrained film at a86

given reference time [33].87

In contrast, a recent hydrodynamic model presented by Ramachandran88

and Leal predicts a decrease in the drainage time of a thin film between89

two vesicles or capsules with an increase in the area expansion modulus of90

the vesicle membrane [34]. Because the vesicle membrane is modeled as a91

thin shell, its area expansion modulus can be thought of as analogous to the92

interfacial elasticity of a two-dimensional fluid interface. This is in contrast93

again to a previous theoretical study from Biswas and Haydon, which predicts94

that interfacial elasticity would not have a significant impact on the drainage95

rate of thin films bounded by viscoelastic interfaces [35].96

Many experimental studies have also been conducted on viscoelastic inter-97

faces by examining film stability against coalescence and, to a lesser extent,98

film drainage and liquid entrainment [36, 37, 38, 39]. Unfortunately, exper-99

imental work has not yet resolved the contradictory theoretical predictions100

outlined above. Part of the reason for this is that developing methods to101

characterize the viscoelasticity of interfaces is still an active area of research102

[40, 41, 31, 42]. Another reason is that it is difficult to produce interfaces103

with well-controlled properties.104

Protein-laden interfaces are often studied because they have been found105

to produce a wide range of viscoelastic behavior, though it is often time-106

dependent (usually increasing with time) [43, 44, 19], and may be disrupted107

by the addition of small-molecule and polymeric surfactants to reduce the108

viscoelasticity [45, 46]. For example, Van Aken and colleagues found that in-109

creasing the ratio of low-molecular-weight surfactants to protein β-lactoglobulin110

increased the rate of emulsion film rupture [37]. Similarly, Blomqvist and col-111

leagues discovered that adding non-ionic polymeric surfactant F127 signifi-112

cantly reduced the dilatational and shear elasticity of lactoglobulin solutions113

and decreased the time for the film to drain to an equilibrium thickness, but114

did not affect the long-term stability of the residual film due to long-range115

steric interactions provided by F127 layers [47]. Both studies suggest that116

increasing viscoelasticity ought to slow film drainage, but were not sufficient117

to systematically validate prior theoretical predictions.118

These lingering contradictions in the theoretical models compel our study,119

which aims to systematically vary the surface elasticity in thin-film drainage120

experiments. In the present work, the central hypothesis is that the sur-121
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face elasticity influences the volume of liquid entrained in a thin film and122

its subsequent drainage. It is important to emphasize that in this study the123

elasticity arises from intermolecular interactions among surface-active species124

that either irreversibly adsorb to the interface and impart gel-like character-125

istics or engage in other strong intermolecular bonding at the surface. Thus,126

the interfaces will not be directly comparable to small-molecule surfactant127

solutions where the Gibbs elasticity is the primary source of dilational elas-128

ticity. To quantify the entrained volume we utilize an interferometry-based129

technique that we refer to as a dynamic fluid-film interferometer (DFI). Sim-130

ilar to other instruments of this type, it uses reflectance interferometry to131

generate 3D representations of foam film profiles [18, 48].132

Instruments that use reflectance interferometry to measure the thick-133

nesses of microscopic films are well documented in literature, such as the well-134

known Scheludko cell (and modernized versions thereof) [49, 50, 51, 52, 53].135

The DFI used in this study is an extension of the i-DDrOP apparatus devel-136

oped previously in our lab [25] and is somewhat similar to the apparatuses137

used by Sett et al. [54] and Troian et al. [55]. However, it is important to note138

that the bubble radius in the present work is at least an order of magnitude139

smaller in size (bubble or solid surface) than in these studies. This point is140

critical to our analysis since the smaller bubble size favors capillary-pressure-141

driven drainage over the gravitationally-driven drainage studied previously.142

Additionally, the DFI used for the present study has the advantage of pro-143

viding independent control over bubble size, approach velocity, and film size144

[18].145

In this study, we restrict our attention to the drainage of a thin film146

formed between a bubble and a bulk, air-solution interface. Our work fol-147

lows recently published work using the same experimental technique, which148

demonstrated correlations between the volume of liquid entrained in the thin149

film and the film thinning rates to the densities of freshly formed foams of150

the same surfactant solutions [18]. This underscores the utility of simple151

thin-film measurements for studying foam behavior. In this study the elas-152

ticity of the interfaces is systematically varied while attempting to hold all153

other variables constant. We primarily studied bovine serum albumin (BSA)154

because it is a commonly studied globular protein known to unfold and form155

interfacial networks with significant elasticity at air-liquid interfaces [56, 44].156

To supplement the studies with BSA, we used escin, a monodesmosidic triter-157

penoid saponin molecule (1 sugar chain with 3 hydrophobic residues) known158

to form surface layers with significant surface elasticity arising from extensive159
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hydrogen bonding [57, 58].160

2. Methods161

2.1. Experimental overview162

To modulate the interfacial rheology of the air-liquid interface, we vary163

the bulk surface-active species concentration or the surface age in separate164

sets of experiments. The general process is outlined as follows: first, the bulk165

air-water and bubble interfaces are aged simultaneously under quiescent con-166

ditions with the bubble far away from the bulk interface. Then, the distance167

between the bubble and the bulk interface is decreased until the two surfaces168

deform and entrain a thin film of liquid. The difference between the aging169

studies and concentration studies is that the former varies the aging time at170

constant bulk concentration of the surface-active species, whereas the latter171

varies the bulk concentration of surface-active species while maintaining a172

constant aging time.173

For this study, the BSA concentration studies were conducted for sur-174

faces aged 40 minutes, and the surface aging studies were conducted at a175

constant BSA concentration of 0.96 mM. Complementary to the set of BSA176

experiments, the escin studies utilized only surface aging studies and were177

completed at a constant escin concentration of 4.4 mM. These concentration178

and surface aging times were chosen to yield a range of surface elasticity179

values for comparison in investigating the effect on thin-film properties for180

the molecules studied.181

2.2. Materials182

Several batches of lyophilized BSA (MW = 66 kDa) were purchased from183

Sigma Aldrich (cat. #A7906, CAS: 9048-46-8, ≥ 98% purity). Solutions of184

1.5 x 10−3 mM (0.1 mg/mL) to 0.96 mM (64 mg/mL) were made by dissolving185

measured masses of the lyophilized powder with phosphate-buffered solution186

(PBS 1x from Corning Cellgro: cat. #21-040-CV) within glass vials before187

gently stirring the contents with a stir bar for at least an hour. When not188

in use, the solutions were kept refrigerated at 4◦C. All solutions were made189

with an ionic strength of 0.16 M. The concentration of the solutions was190

verified using UV-Vis absorption at 280 nm on a NanoDrop instrument and191

the built-in permittivity constant for BSA.192
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The escin saponin was purchased as a powder from Alfa Aesar (cat.193

#J66968, CAS: 6805-41-0, 98% purity, formula weight: 1131.26). The struc-194

ture of a saponin is inverted from common surfactants since a saponin molecule195

possesses a hydrophobic head called an aglycone linked to one or several196

sugar chains by glycoside bonds, which contrasts with the hydrophilic head197

and hydrophobic tail found in a common surfactant. Solutions of escin were198

made from powdered escin added to phosphate-buffered solution (PBS 1x199

from Corning Cellgro: cat. #21-040-CV) in glass vials. The solutions were200

sonicated in a liquid bath for at least half an hour to dissolve the escin.201

Afterwards, the solution was filtered through a 0.22 µm and 13 mm diam-202

eter Millipore Durapore PVDF membrane filter (cat. # SLGV013SL) to203

remove heterogeneous materials, including observed colored insoluble impu-204

rities present in the solution, and thus minimize variation in the turbidity of205

the solutions. When not in use, the solutions were kept refrigerated at 4◦C.206

All solutions were made with an ionic strength of 0.16 M.207

2.3. Pendant drop tensiometry208

A standard, pendant drop tensiometer method was utilized to measure209

the surface tension of the air-liquid interfaces. It is important to note that210

while this method is valid for pure liquid-liquid interfaces, previous studies211

have found increasing error of the fitted Laplace shape to pendant drops with212

increasing surface pressure that is associated with the liquid-solid transition213

of the interface [59, 60]. Usually, the solidification is observed by the inter-214

facial compression and expansion of the drop. The present measurements215

monitor only the apparent surface tension changes at a constant volume that216

are due to adsorption and conformational changes of surface-active species217

at the stationary air-liquid interface. Considering this, we collected the data218

with a focus on identifying the relative magnitudes of the apparent surface219

tension and trends in the time-evolution at different bulk concentrations.220

For surface tension measurements, a droplet on the order of 100 µL is221

dispensed through a syringe needle of outer diameter 2.413 mm connected222

to a 1 mL syringe. In each case, the first two droplets are discarded to purge223

the system. A disposable plastic cuvette filled with 1 mL of distilled water224

is placed around the pendant drop to maintain a more controlled and hu-225

midified environment to mitigate evaporation effects. Back illumination of226

the droplet with a source of uniform diffuse lighting produces sharp contrast227

at the droplet edges. An Edmund Optics camera with a Nikon F-Bayonet228

lens is used to capture images of the droplet which are then analyzed with229
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an iterative shape-fitting algorithm. For conveniece, we report the measure-230

ments here as the surface pressure, defined as π = γ0 − γ(t), in which γ0 is231

the surface tension of the pure liquid and γ(t) is the dynamic surface tension.232

In these experiments, the droplet formed from solution already has surface-233

active species adsorbed at the interface at early times and for this reason the234

plotted surface pressure appears as finite near t = 0. This early time data is235

not needed for the present experiments in which aging times are on the order236

of 10’s of minutes.237

2.4. Bulk viscosity measurements238

A standard Cannon-Fenske glass viscometer of size 50 was utilized to239

measure the kinematic viscosities of the solutions. The viscometer constant240

for the specific viscometer was verified with the measured efflux time of water241

and its known viscosity at a specified temperature. Before use, the viscometer242

is rinsed several times with distilled water and ethanol before it is dried by243

flowing air through the glassware. Then, prior to filling, the viscometer walls244

are primed with several milliliters of the sample. A consistent volume of 5245

mL of solution was used for each measurement and the fluid was assumed to246

be Newtonian.247

2.5. Interfacial rheology measurements248

We characterized the interfacial shear rheology of the interfacial protein249

layers with an AR-G2 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) and a250

Du Noüy ring attachment made of platinum/iridium wire (CSC Scientific,251

Fairfax, VA, catalog #70542000) of an inner diameter of 0.46 inches and an252

outer diameter of 0.5 inches [61]. Before each experiment, the Du Noüy ring253

is flame-cleaned to remove any organic residues.254

A Teflon trough was constructed to hold the solution, with a 0.5 mm step255

size at the outer Teflon wall such that the radius of the outer wall with the256

step is 1.04 inches. The trough is filled with about 4.5 mL of solution such257

that the liquid level reaches the step and the air-liquid interface is pinned.258

After each experiment, the Teflon trough is cleaned by rinsing with both259

water and ethanol, scrubbed with Q-tips, and allowed to air dry before the260

next use.261

For all aging and bulk concentration experiments, the Peltier plate is262

kept at 25◦C. The rheological characterization experiments performed in this263

study monitored the interfacial rheology over time with oscillatory shear264

measurements. After an initial equilibration time of 1 minute, the interface265
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was periodically sheared at an angular frequency of 0.5 rad/s and 1% strain.266

We found that rheological experiments at other frequencies exhibit similar267

qualitative trends. Additionally, strain sweeps performed on BSA-adsorbed268

interfaces indicated that the utilized 1% strain was within the linear vis-269

coelastic regime. In comparison, the interfacial shear rheology of escin was270

conducted at a lower strain of 0.1% for the deformation response to remain271

within the linear viscoelastic regime.272

Interfacial dilational rheology measurements were not performed in this273

study due to the inherent difficulty in obtaining systematic measurements274

for this system. Nevertheless, we make the assumption that the intermolec-275

ular interactions that result in high shear elasticity will also result in a high276

dilational elasticity as well. This assumption is based on the theoretical pre-277

diction that, for predominantly elastic interfaces, the dilational modulus will278

be proportional to the shear modulus, which has in fact observed in experi-279

ments for other globular protein solutions [35, 27, 44, 19, 29, 62]. Note that280

this is only expected to be the case for our BSA solutions, and will not nec-281

essarily hold for the escin solutions or other viscoelastic interfaces in general282

(such as phospholipid bilayers). Finally, because we are varying the interfa-283

cial rheology without changing the molecular composition, we expect other284

factors that may influence interfacial rheology to be constant.285

2.6. Dynamic fluid-film interferometer (DFI)286

The DFI is an apparatus that can be used to characterize thin-film prop-287

erties premised upon the interference of light reflected from boundaries of288

a thin liquid film. As shown in Figure 1a, the DFI consists of a syringe289

pump (Harvard Apparatus Pump 11 Elite cat. #HA1100W) fitted with a290

gas-tight 100 µL syringe (Hamilton cat. #1710CX) that forms the bubble in291

a custom-machined Delrin chamber with a 6 mL capacity that is open to the292

atmosphere. Narrow gas-tight plumbing (tubing: IDEX PEEK 1/16” OD x293

0.030” ID cat. #1533L) conveys air from the syringe to the 16G blunt-tipped294

capillary needle (1.194 mm I.D.; 1.651mm O.D.) that forms the bubble in295

the chamber. A motor (Newport cat. #TRA12PPD/cat. #SMC100PP)296

attached to the solution chamber moves up or down to change the rela-297

tive distance between the bubble and interface, and a pressure transducer298

(Omegadyne cat. #PX409-10WGUSBH) provides the option of measuring299

the pressure within the bubble. Two orthogonally positioned cameras provide300

imaging of the top-view (Imaging Development Systems cat. #UI-3060CPC)301

and side-view (ThorLabs cat. #DCU223) of the chamber. Illumination from302
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Figure 1: (a) Overview of the DFI used for thin-film measurements: two cameras, a light
source, a syringe pump, a pressure transducer (labeled as P), and a chamber capable of
vertical translational motion. (b) Diagram of the process for a typical thin-film experiment:
(I) Initially, the bubble and bulk air-solution interface are stationary and separated. (II)
The interfaces are brought into contact resulting in deformation of the two interfaces that
traps a thin film of liquid. The term a denotes film radius, R the bubble radius, and h
the film thickness (on the order of 0.1 - 1 µm). Frame (c) provides a to-scale top view of
the interferometry patterns that arise from liquid entrainment in the thin film. The term
d denotes the capillary outer diameter.

a light source (CCS Inc. cat. #LAV-80SW2) that induces reflection interfer-303

ence is conditioned with a dichroic filter (Edmund Optics cat. #87245) with304

pass bands at 457 nm, 530 nm, and 628 nm. The equipment is operated via305

a custom-written MATLAB script.306

2.6.1. Protocol for a typical DFI experiment307

The general operation of the DFI is shown in Figure 1b. The experiments308

are performed by adding approximately 5 mL of solution to the Delrin cham-309

ber. A bubble of approximately 1.10 µL is formed at the tip of the capillary,310

which is submerged in the solution. At this point the bubble is positioned a311

distance of one bubble radius below the upper air-liquid surface via transla-312

tion of the chamber and then aged as needed for the particular experiment.313

After aging is complete, the pressure inside the bubble is monitored for 10314

seconds to ensure that the bubble volume is stable against environmental315

disturbances. The chamber is then moved down at a speed of 150 µm s−1316

for all experiments, causing the bubble and bulk surface to interact. The317

chamber is moved instead of the capillary to ensure that the bubble is a318

fixed distance away from the camera lens and remains in focus. During the319

approach of the bubble and top surface, hydrodynamic and capillary forces320

cause the deflection of the upper surface and compression of the bubble that321

results in the entrainment of a liquid film between the surfaces. The forma-322
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tion of the thin liquid film gives rise to the interferometry patterns shown in323

Figure 1c.324

2.6.2. Drainage of thin films325

After the initial formation of a liquid film between the surfaces, the radius326

of the film continues to expand as the bubble compresses into the interface,327

continuing until the motion of the chamber is stopped. In contrast, the mean328

and maximum thicknesses of the film are observed to decrease monotonically329

with time. As a consequence of the simultaneous increase in film radius and330

decrease in film thickness, the volume of the liquid film increases with time to331

reach a maximum value after the formation of the initial film. If we assume332

that the liquid film is cylindrical in shape, the volume can be simply written333

as V = πa2hm, where V is the film volume, a is the radial extent of the film,334

and hm is the mean film thickness. The rate of change in volume, or the film335

thinning rate dV/dt, can then be written as:336

dV

dt
= πa2

dhm
dt

+ 2πahm
da

dt
.

The time at which the maximum volume occurs depends on the balance337

of the two terms on the right-hand side of the equation. The first term338

describes the drainage of the film, which in these experiments is always neg-339

ative. In comparison, the second term, which describes fluid capture due340

to the expansion of the film, is initially positive at early experiment times341

and then zero after the chamber stops moving. For relatively small eleva-342

tion velocities, the expansion of the film is small, and the volume maximum343

occurs while the film is still expanding [18]. In these experiments, the ele-344

vation velocity of the chamber is sufficiently high that the maximum in the345

volume always occurs exactly when the film stops expanding, which is con-346

venient for analysis. Because changes in normal-stress and tangential-stress347

boundary conditions impact the drainage dynamics, this technique affords a348

convenient way to quantify the effect of changing the interfacial elasticity on349

the drainage process.350

2.6.3. Analysis of reflectance interferometry data351

The interference data recorded as videos during thin-film experiments are352

converted to film thicknesses with the “Color Analyzer” software (version353

2.3.1.1) written with Python and Qt [18]. The software first generates a354

color map unique to the system’s hardware configuration and film material.355
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Then, a graphical user interface is used to process individual video frames.356

To analyze an individual video frame, the user manually selects a color on357

the colormap and matches it to pixels along each distinct region of color in358

the interference pattern. Linear interpolation of user-selected points is used359

to create a 3D projection of the film onto a planar surface. On average, the360

manual matching process results in an estimated error of about ±15 nm,361

though it can be slightly lower or higher depending on the user’s ability to362

discriminate colors [18].363

To quantify liquid entrainment, a single video frame from each experiment364

was analyzed for the period while the thin film is still expanding when it365

reached a radius of 112 ± 1 µm. Trends in mean film thickness are used for366

comparing the effects of the different experimental conditions because they367

change in a similar manner as trends in the film volume, yet are less sensitive368

to small variations in film radius. Measurements of mean film thickness are369

calculated as the spatial average of the film thickness over the film region370

and the reported error bars represent a standard deviation based on at least371

two replicates at each condition.372

3. Results of BSA studies373

3.1. Interfacial properties of BSA374

Figure 2 shows a time-sweep plot of the surface pressure for several BSA375

concentrations. It is accompanied by Figure 3, which shows time-sweep plots376

of the surface shear elastic and viscous moduli for several BSA concentra-377

tions. Both figures indicate that the surface properties evolve more rapidly378

at initial times before approaching approximately constant values at longer379

times. Both figures also show that increasing concentration results in sys-380

tematic increases in surface pressure, elastic modulus, and viscous modulus.381

We assume that the transition from a rapid change in surface pressure to a382

slower increase over long periods of time indicates that adsorption of BSA is383

completed and further changes are due to structural changes in the protein384

and/or protein network. Therefore, we assume that effects due to adsorption385

kinetics can be avoided by aging the interface for at least 5 minutes.386

Examination of Figure 3 reveals a wide spread in the value of the sur-387

face shear moduli across concentrations and aging time, with values on the388

order of 10 mM/m for G′s and 1 mM/m for G′′s . For the first 50 minutes,389

the elastic modulus and viscous modulus of interfaces at higher bulk BSA390
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Figure 2: The plot shows representative dynamic air-solution surface pressure behavior
for a range of bulk BSA concentrations (1.5 x 10−3 mM [0.1 mg/mL], 1.5 x 10−2 mM [1
mg/mL], 0.60 mM [40 mg/mL], and 0.96 mM [64 mg/mL], respectively).
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Figure 3: Time (t) sweep of the interfacial shear elastic modulus ((a): elastic modulus
G′s, (b): viscous modulus G′′s ) for several bulk concentrations of BSA. Subsequent figures
will compare the trends in interfacial shear rheology at either a surface aging time of 40
minutes for concentration-dependent studies, or at a bulk BSA concentration of 0.96 mM
for surface aging-dependent studies.

concentrations exhibit the greatest increase among the investigated concen-391

trations. At longer times, the elastic modulus shows more modest growth,392

and the viscous modulus approaches a constant value. In general, the BSA-393

adsorbed interfaces are predominantly elastic, and the elastic modulus is 3 -394
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Figure 4: The effect of aging on the film drainage for 0.96 mM BSA films. Left to right, the
interferometry patterns are shown at three representative timepoints: 1.46 seconds before
the chamber stops moving, the time at which the chamber stops moving (corresponding
to maximum film volume), and 59.9 seconds after the chamber stops. The bottom row
corresponds to air-solution surfaces aged for 10 minutes, whereas the top row corresponds
to surfaces aged for 240 minutes. Note the axisymmetry in film shape.

4 times larger than the viscous modulus in most cases. Because the rheology395

of the interfaces is sensitive to changes in both bulk concentration and to396

surface aging time, either parameter can be used to tune the elasticity of the397

interface.398

3.2. BSA film properties399

Next, we examine results from the thin-film experiments. Qualitatively,400

Figure 4 shows that BSA films exhibit axi-symmetric shapes starting from401

initial film formation and throughout film drainage for all studied surface-402

aging times. Notably, there is an absence of asymmetric surface flows driven403

by Marangoni stresses across all investigated concentrations, which is con-404

sistent with the relatively high elasticity measured for these BSA-adsorbed405

surfaces. The absence of surface mobility is also consistent with Koehler and406

coworkers’ observations of approximately zero surface velocities for protein407

surfactants at aqueous foam surfaces [63].408

Figure 5(a) shows that the mean film thickness (taken at the same point in409

time during the drainage process) exhibits a modest increase with increasing410

bulk BSA concentration for a fixed surface aging time of 40 minutes. The411

lowest concentration in the plot is 1.5 x 10−3 mM (rather than zero) and the412

mean film thickness increases by about 150 nm as the bulk concentration is413
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Figure 5: (a) Mean film thickness hm as a function of bulk BSA concentration c at a
surface aging time of t = 40 min, with a lower concentration limit of 0.0015 mM; (b) Mean
film thickness hm as a function of surface aging time t at a bulk BSA concentration c of
0.96 mM.

increased from the lowest concentration to 0.96 mM. Compared to the effect414

of increasing bulk concentration, the effect of increasing surface aging time415

results in a smaller increase in mean film thickness, about 20 nm, over the416

range of investigated aging times at 0.96 mM BSA, shown in Figure 5(b).417

The changes in film thickness can now be compared to the interfacial418

elasticity. To accomplish this, both sets of data are normalized by their419

respective “initial” values at the lowest bulk concentration (Figure 6) and420

at the shortest aging time (Figure 7). In Figure 6, we observe that the421

surface shear elastic and viscous moduli increase strongly as a function of422

concentration, and each increases to about 3 times the initial values over the423

concentration range. The trends in the surface pressure, bulk viscosity, and424

mean film thickness reveal that each of the three quantities increase to ap-425

proximately 1.5 times their initial values over the same concentration range.426

Overall these results show a positive correlation between the bulk concen-427

tration and the surface characteristics. However, since the film thickness is428

expected to be influenced by bulk viscosity and surface pressure as well as429
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Figure 6: The plot shows the concentration dependence of interfacial and bulk properties
in BSA solutions normalized by initial values at 1.5 x 10−3 mM. The circles and diamonds
correspond to the normalized surface shear elastic G′s and shear viscous modulus G′′s ,
respectively. Squares, right-facing triangles, and upward-facing triangles correspond to
normalized surface pressure π, normalized bulk viscosity η, and normalized mean thickness
hm, respectively.

the interfacial rheology, these results alone are insufficient to determine the430

relationship between film thickness and interfacial elasticity. In contrast, the431

data from the experiments with surface aging at a fixed concentration have432

the same bulk viscosity and can be used to help clarify the dependence.433

Figure 7 shows the normalized surface elastic and viscous moduli along434

with the mean film thickness and surface pressure. The bulk viscosity is not435

shown because its value is independent of time. By comparing this data to436

Figure 6, we see that the bulk viscosity appears to be primarily responsible437

for the observed increase in film thickness with increasing concentration. This438

is not unexpected since we know from lubrication theory that the thinning439
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rate of a film (for rigid surfaces) is inversely proportional to bulk viscosity440

[64].441

We also see that a large increase in surface elasticity with aging time and442

with a relatively constant surface viscous modulus and surface pressure is443

accompanied by only a tiny increase in mean film thickness. This suggests444

that the liquid entrained in foam films is in fact only very weakly correlated445

to surface elasticity. This result is not very intuitive for three reasons. First,446

according to the prevailing thinking in terms of interfacial mobility, most447

theoretical studies cited in the introduction anticipated the increased elas-448

ticity to be accompanied by a decreased mobility and hence slower drainage449

and a thicker film. Second, one would expect instead that a higher interfacial450

shear elasticity for a predominantly elastic interface would result in a higher451

dilational elasticity (though there may be exceptions to this), which would452

effectively increase the capillary pressure in the film due to the increased453

resistance to dilational deformation and speed up the rate of drainage [34].454

Third, experimental results have suggested that increasing the value of the455

Gibb’s elasticity results in significant increases in entrained liquid in foam456

films under gravitational drainage [54].457

Although our findings appear to refute the majority of theoretical predic-458

tions, one theoretical prediction by Biswas and Haydon [35] does predict a459

negligible dependence on elasticity in film drainage, with a stronger depen-460

dence on surface viscosity. However, their model is based on thin shell theory461

for a viscoelastic sheet as a model for the interface (the interface is referred462

to as the “film” in that paper) and does not include the hydrodynamics of463

drainage within the thin film. Because of this, it is difficult to use their464

analysis to point to a qualitative mechanism that might explain the present465

findings, but their analysis may inspire future theoretical developments.466

3.3. Drainage behavior of aged BSA surfaces467

While the mean film thickness at the maximum film volume captures the468

aggregate influence of the hydrodynamic boundary conditions into a single469

measurement and is therefore useful for comparison, it does not tell the whole470

story. Another important metric is how the film thins as a function of time.471

Figure 8 compares the film volume over time for BSA surfaces with low (at 10472

min aging) and high (at 240 min aging) surface shear elasticities. The initial473

time td=0 corresponds to when the film reaches its maximum volume, which474

in this case corresponds to when the chamber stops moving. Each pair of the475

interferometric patterns (inset in the figure) corresponds to a different time476
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Figure 7: The plot shows the temporal behavior for several interfacial parameters and the
mean film thickness in a solution of 0.96 mM [64 mg/mL] BSA, with the data normalized
by initial values at 10 minutes aging time. The circles and diamonds denote the normalized
surface shear elastic G′s and shear viscous modulus G′′s , respectively. Squares correspond
to the normalized surface pressure π, and the upward-facing triangles correspond to the
normalized mean thickness hm.

point in the film drainage process. Comparison of the volume curves and the477

interference patterns at initial, intermediate, and long drainage times shows478

only modest differences in the maximum amount of entrained liquid and in479

the rate of film drainage. The one notable difference observed is a dip in480

volume at around 40 seconds for the 10-min-aged surfaces; however, this was481

found to be the result of a fluctuation in the bubble size due to a pressure482

fluctuation in the laboratory air-handling system.483

Another way of understanding the drainage of the film is to examine the484

film thickness as a function of time. Many researchers have investigated this485

relationship, resulting in a variety of differing predictions for the minimum486
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Figure 8: Film volume V as a function of thin-film drainage time td for 0.96 mM BSA
surfaces aged for 10 min (G’ = 14 mN/m, black circles) and for in 240 min (G’ = 33
mN/m, gray circles) prior to film formation. Note that the time-axis is shifted such that
td = 0 corresponds to the occurrence of the maximum film volume, which in this case also
corresponds to the time at which the chamber stops moving. Accompanying the volume
curves are three pairs of interferometry patterns corresponding to approximately td =
-1.46 s, 0 s, and 59.9 s. Each pair compares the interferometry patterns for a film aged
briefly (left) and for a prolonged period (right).

film thickness as a function of time [65, 55, 54, 66]. Figure 9 shows the487

maximum, mean, and minimum film thickness for the same data as in Fig-488

ure 8 along with a few examples of the predicted scaling relations from the489

literature (for the assumption of “immobile” interfaces) [67, 68]. Unfortu-490

nately, the uncertainty in the data for the minimum film thickness is too491

large to make a confident statement about the experimental drainage rate,492

but two sample power-law predictions (hmin ∼ t−1/2 and hmin ∼ t−2/3 [67])493
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are shown for comparison anyway. On the other hand, the maximum and494

mean film thicknesses appear to approach power-law behavior at long times495

(with slopes of approximately -0.55 and -0.62, respectively), but when com-496

pared to a prediction for maximum thickness (hmax ∼ t−1/4 [68]) the data497

clearly do not match well. As with the volume entrained, there is very little498

difference in the maximum, mean, and minimum film thickness for the two499

different aging times. This further supports the observation that changes in500

surface elasticity have little impact on the film drainage process under these501

conditions.502

Other researchers have made similar experimental measurements of film503

thickness versus time [69, 70, 23, 54, 53]. However, the present results are not504

expected to be directly comparable because of significant differences in the505

interfacial rheology of the systems studied and/or significant differences in506

the length scale and driving force for drainage (e.g. gravity vs. capillarity)507

of the film. Indeed, even if one compares the results of two studies like508

Bhamla and colleagues (drainage from a film on a solid sphere) and of Sett509

and colleagues (drainage from a bubble), in which the length scales of the510

film curvature are the same, one sees different drainage behavior (t−
1
2 vs.511

t−1). These differences underscore the need for additional research in this512

area.513

4. Results of escin studies514

The preceding section examined the use of BSA to modulate and measure515

the impact of interfacial elasticity on film drainage. In this section, another516

surface-active species, escin, will be used to help determine if the findings517

are unique to BSA. To avoid changing the bulk viscosity, only surface ag-518

ing will be used to vary the interfacial elasticity of an escin solution with a519

concentration of 4.4 mM. We selected escin to study alongside BSA because520

other researchers reported that it can form predominantly elastic layers at521

air-water interfaces [58]. Unfortunately, our measurements show that the522

escin used in this study does not form predominantly elastic interfaces (see523

next section), presumably due to the natural variability of escin and pu-524

rity differences between suppliers. Nevertheless, the results show interesting525

trends.526
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Figure 9: (a) Maximum film thickness hmax, (b) mean film thickness hmean, and (c)
minimum film thickness hmin as a function of thin-film drainage time td for BSA surfaces
aged for short (10 min, red circles) and long (240 min, black circles) times before film
formation. Note that the time-axis is shifted such that td = 0 corresponds to the occurrence
of the maximum film volume.

4.1. Escin film properties527

Figure 10 shows that, as with BSA, both the interfacial shear rheology and528

surface pressure increase with time. The surface pressure, shown in Figure529

10(b), exhibits an initial increase with time before saturating at a constant530

value within about 10 minutes. In contrast to BSA, the escin surface layers531

exhibit interfacial shear viscous moduli that are on the same order as the532

interfacial shear elastic moduli over the examined aging times, indicating a533

viscoelastic, rather than a predominantly elastic film. Nevertheless, the shear534

elasticity values for escin range from near zero (below the resolution of the535

instrument) to 50 mN/m, which one might expect to span the range from536
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Figure 10: (a) Comparison of the surface shear elastic modulus G′s and the surface shear
viscous modulus G′′s (left y-axis) with the mean film thickness (right y-axis) for 4.4 mM
escin. (b) Comparison of dynamic surface pressure π (left y-axis) with mean film thickness
hm (right y-axis) for 4.4 mM escin.

“low tangential mobility” to “high tangential mobility”.537

Interestingly, even over this very large range of interfacial shear moduli,538

the mean film thicknesses as shown in Figure 10(a-b) changes negligibly.539

This trend is consistent with the changes in mean film thickness observed540

with BSA films, but in this case is even more significant because at the541

shortest aging time the magnitudes of the elastic and viscous moduli are542

below the resolution of the rheometer. At present, we prefer not to attempt543

to provide a rationalization for this observation as this would be a worthy544

topic for future research; however, we may at least conclude that these data545

do not contradict the findings for BSA in which interfacial elasticity shows546

an extremely weak influence on entrainment of liquid in foam films of this547
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Figure 11: Comparison of film contours arising from 5-min (black) and 90-min (gray)
aged surfaces for (a) 0.96 mM BSA and (b) 4.4 mM escin. The outermost points in the
figures demarcate the edge of the film as observed in the interference patterns. The circles
represent user-selected points, connected by lines of interpolated points.

type.548

4.2. BSA and escin film shape549

Apart from the mean film thickness and film volume, our experimental550

apparatus also enables us to examine the film shape. Because of the axisym-551

metric character of these films we can look at the cross-sectional profile as552

shown in Figure 11. Note that for these plots, the outermost points shown553

in each contour demarcate the boundary of the film beyond which the film554

thickens too rapidly with increasing radial position to be resolved by the555

camera.556

For films of 0.96 mM BSA, we see a marginal thickening throughout557

the film that is more pronounced within the central region of the film (the558

dimple) as surface aging is increased. On the other hand, films of 4.4 mM559

escin show a more noticeable change in shape with increasing surface age,560

consisting of an increase in thickness in the center along with a thinning at561

the outer edge of the film. This suggests that even though the films show very562

little change in mean film thickness, the viscoelastic nature of the escin films563

produces qualitatively different drainage dynamics than the predominantly564

elastic BSA films. This observation underscores the importance of accounting565

separately for viscous and elastic contributions to the mechanical behavior of566

the interface. This also strengthens the finding that surface elasticity has a567
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negligible impact on thin film drainage dynamics relative to other properties.568

5. Conclusion569

The goal of this work is to experimentally quantify how interfacial elas-570

ticity influences the rate of liquid drainage from films between gas-liquid571

interfaces, and consequently, affects the density of freshly formed foams. Elu-572

cidating this relationship is important for the design of surfactant mixtures573

that achieve specific foam properties, especially in applications such as beer574

foam, medicated foams, and cosmetic foams, where the initial liquid density575

of the foam is critical for the aesthetics and/or effectiveness of the product.576

The thin-film and surface characterization experiments performed in this577

study show only a very small correlation between surface shear elasticity and578

liquid entrainment in a freshly-formed thin film of BSA and escin solutions.579

Not only did we observe minimal change in the mean film thickness with580

large increases in the interfacial shear elasticity, but also we found minimal581

differences in time-dependent drainage behavior between fresh BSA surfaces582

(less elastic) and aged (more elastic) surfaces.583

It was not possible to isolate the effect of surface elasticity for both BSA584

and escin because escin exhibited significant viscoelasticity in contrast to the585

predominantly elastic BSA surfaces. However, comparing the two systems586

led us to observe qualitative differences in the shape of the film between587

BSA and escin at comparable levels of surface elasticity that are masked in588

integrated metrics such as mean film thickness or film volume.589

In conclusion, we find that use of surface-active species which form highly590

elastic surface layers will not necessarily result in films with greater initial591

liquid entrainment or slower film drainage as predicted by prior theoretical592

studies. Questions persist, and these findings motivate the need for further593

research, both experimentally and theoretically, to parse out the specific role594

of surface elasticity in dictating interfacial dynamics. It also highlights the595

usefulness of interferometry in probing thin-film dynamics.596
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